
The feminist cult symbol of the Genesis 3 Nachash
 now stands upon the United States Capitol building 

in Washington D.C. as  Nodite/Roman occupation
[The elite Roman aristocracy was descended from Nod: explained in the sermons “Female Serpent” – see MP3 page]

Here she is in ancient Ur history            Here she is as the Roman             Here she is as the “Freedom
as “mother serpent with child”:        “mother of God: Heaven Queen”    Statue” atop the U.S. Capitol:
                                                                                                                     (Constructed in Rome 1856-63)

 

 
Note:  Christians have missed the important fact that the “serpent” of Genesis was female, and that her
family  descendants  of  the  Nachash/Nodites  comprise  the  “seed of  enmity”  of  Genesis  3:15.   The
Nachash/Nodites work through many groups in an attempt to impose their ungodly religious matriarchy
in the Earth.  Both the Word of God and recorded history show that the Nachash/Nodites have used the
Black  Nobility  (Old  Venetian  families),  the  Committee  of  300  (formerly  the  British  East  India
Company),  the modern day Pharisees (Talmudic Edomite Zionists),  and the Jesuit  run Papacy (the
Virgin Mary cult), to enhance their Nachash star cult agenda.  Although some Israel Kingdom groups
have  done  a  good  job  in  identifying  Communism there  is  very  much  more  to  the  world  system
conspiracy than the Edomite Red Terror. Christians need to know!

 
                                                                    

    Washington,  D.C.  (District  of  Columbia)  was  not  always  Washington,  D.C.   It  was  at  first
Washington City  named  after  the  Revolutionary  War  hero  and  first  Constitutional  USA President,
George  Washington.   “Columbia”  was  the  European  term used  to  describe  the  colonies  of  North
America prior to America’s independence from Britain.  When the Protestant sects of Europe fled from
the tyranny of the Church of Europe, which ultimately meant Rome, they had finally found a home in
North  America  where  they  could  worship  the  Living  God  of  the  Bible  in  safety.   The  Christian
American colonists, having a compassionate demeanor, left the door open for even Catholics of Europe
to emigrate to the new land if they were under persecution of the “Old World Church”.  This brotherly
compassion  for  the  oppressed  turned out  to  be  the  Achilles  Heel  of  the  colonies  and an  error  in
judgment.  The European Catholics vowing loyalty to the government ideals of the colonies could not
muster up the fortitude to ultimately forsake their service to the Pope of Rome.  Mary-Land became the
home of the American Catholic population and with it came an influx of the priestly Papal army of
Catholic  clergy from Europe.   While  claiming to be American Christians,  the then small  Catholic
population based mainly in Baltimore Maryland, remained servants to the Papal dictates.
     By this the Protestant sects were caught off guard and merely saw the early colonial Papists as those
who innocently worshiped Christ.                                                                                                            1

      How the Virgin Mary Cult of Rome captured Washington City (masculine)           
             and made it The District of Columbia (feminine) --- below article
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    Here’s an amazing part of American colonial history that is little known and even less paid attention
to:  Before Washington City was ever called “Washington” it  was named and called  Rome by the
Catholics of  Maryland,  even as far  back as  1669. (source:The Catholic  Encyclopedia.Vol.  15.New
York: Robert Appleton Company,1912).  What’s more, a main large creek flowing through this new
Rome was named the  “Tiber”  --- just as Rome in Italy is next to the Tiber River.  The dangerous
influx of the “Mary, Mother of God Cult”  (actually the Nachash cult)  had sewn its international seeds,
when the rest of the colonies were developing American self government separate from Europe.

    It is also pertinent to our conspiratorial history to realize that the land area which would eventually
become Washington, D.C. was originally owned by the wealthy Catholic families of Carroll, Digges,
Queen, and Young that possessed these landed estates before the American Revolution.  These estates
were spiritually tended to by the old Jesuit missions from Europe.  The Jesuits were (and still are) to the
Papal reign what the CIA, Mossad, M16 are to secret service world government agencies today.

   When it came time for the new USA Republic to choose an area for the nation’s capital city, it was
done in accord to the Constitutional provision.  Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17 of the document reads,
“The Congress shall have Power To …exercise exclusive Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over
such  District  (not  exceeding  ten  Miles  square)  as  may,  by  Cession  of  particular  States,  and  the
Acceptance of Congress, become the Seat of the Government of the United States.” (underline added)
 
  The States that “won” the privilege of housing the new capital were Virginia and Maryland.  Both
states provided the land for the new capital  which would be named Washington City,  in honor of
President  Washington.   But  this  area  was  already  known  as  “Rome”  by  the  “Tiber”  which  was
positioned half in Virginia and half in Maryland, on both sides of the Potomac River.  Thus the new
federal capital city was positioned, by Jesuit Catholic influence, in Virgin – Mary – Land!  (note: The
Papal Virgin Mary is the modern feminine symbol of the female serpent of Eden – Nachash)   The
wealthy Catholic estate owners called the entire area of Washington City and the surrounding county
“Columbia”, in fashion of the old European nomenclature referring to  America’s settlements.

    It  took a while for the Pope’s secret militant army of Jesuits to convert  the masculine city of
Washington, into the feminine metropolitan area of Washington, District of Columbia, but they did it.
And they did it to prove their determination of bringing all of Protestant America back into the prison
of the Catholic international realm. That realm of government is dedicated to multicultural tyranny
under Papal rule with no room for liberty.  However, since the Constitution itself would prohibit such a
maneuver by a foreign state, it would necessitate a “legal” remedy to supplant the lawful jurisdiction of
the Article 1, Section 8, Clause 17 true Seat of Government at Washington City.  Here is where the
legalism sleight of hand plus apathy on the part of a sleeping citizenry came into play.

    In  1822 several  monarchies  of  Europe met  in  Italy  and passed  the  Treaty  of  Verona.   These
monarchies were ultimately beholding to the Pope, with the Pope and the monarchies ruling Europe on
the presumption of “the divine right of kings”.  This treaty targeted all dissent and resistance to the
“divine right” rule which viewed all people as only serfs who can have no say in government.  The
Verona Treaty also gave the green light to Jesuits in America to clandestinely work to destroy the
original USA Constitution, a government not ruled by the Vatican, but rather by “We the people” who
were dominantly Protestant.  By 1871 Congress had sold out to the Jesuit influence and passed the Act
of  1871  which  dissolved  the  city  charters  of  Washington  and  Georgetown,  and  made  that  entire
Catholic Columbia area (county wide) a new legal entity incorporated as The District of Columbia.
Being Catholic/Jesuit from its beginning, The District of Columbia Inc. is in effect a Vatican district.
What began as Washington City, the nation’s capital , is now Columbia (fem) of the  Virgin Mary Cult.


